
Name: ___________________________________

Spelling Words
List E-4: /ī/ and /ō/

Spelling Words Review

island

ninety

rivalry

strike

twilight

iodine

trial

silent

bowling

cocoa

motivation

dough

wholesome

blown

shoulder

growth

choke

photo

sparrow

stow

pondering

publish

ignite

Challenge

zodiac

arrival

Answer the questions.

1.  How many syllables are in the word motivation? ______________________

2.  How many times do you hear the /ō/ in the word wholesome? ______________________

3.  How many long vowels do you hear in the word iodine? ______________________

4.  Is the /ī/ or the /ō/ heard in the word bowling? ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a small brown bird _________________________

6.  not making noise _________________________

7.  ten less than one-hundred _________________________

8. a picture made by a camera _________________________  

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.  sunrise        ____________________ (8 letters)

10.  decline      ____________________ (6 letters)

11.  swallow      ____________________ (5 letters)

12.  use         ____________________ (4 letters)
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Name: _____________________________________                     List E-4: /ī/ and /ō/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

cocoa rivalry trial blown

strike dough island shoulder

13.  Conner hurt his ________________________ installing the new ceiling fan.

14.  The two schools were known for their age old  ________________________ .

15.  An  ________________________ is a land mass that is surrounded by water on all sides.

16. The wind had ________________________ all of our leaves into our neighbor's yard.

17. All the employees went on  ________________________ until they received fair wages.

18. Allison's free  ________________________ ends at the end of the month.

19. The recipe calls for eggs, flour, sugar, oil, and  ________________________ powder.

20. The key to a good pizza is making good  ________________________ .

Answer the questions.

21.  What review word means to be thinking about ___________________________ 
something carefully?

22. What review word has two short vowels in it? ___________________________ 

23. Which challenge word has three syllables, with two ___________________________
letters in each syllable set?

24. Which review word means to cause fire? ___________________________

25. In the challenge word arrival, is the long vowel in ___________________________
the first, second, or third syllable?
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List E-4: /ī/ and /ō/

Spelling Words Review

island

ninety

rivalry

strike

twilight

iodine

trial

silent

bowling

cocoa

motivation

dough

wholesome

blown

shoulder

growth

choke

photo

sparrow

stow

pondering

publish

ignite

Challenge

zodiac

arrival

Answer the questions.

1.  How many syllables are in the word motivation? 4

2.  How many times do you hear the /ō/ in the word wholesome? 1

3.  How many long vowels do you hear in the word iodine? 3

4.  Is the /ī/ or the /ō/ heard in the word bowling? /ō/

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a small brown bird sparrow

6.  not making noise silent

7.  ten less than one-hundred ninety

8. a picture made by a camera photo   

Write a spelling word that is an antonym for each word below.

9.  sunrise        twilight (8 letters)

10.  decline      growth (6 letters)

11.  swallow      choke (5 letters)

12.  use         stow (4 letters)
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ANSWER KEY        List E-4: /ī/ and /ō/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

cocoa rivalry trial blown

strike dough island shoulder

13.  Conner hurt his shoulder installing the new ceiling fan.

14.  The two schools were known for their age old rivalry.

15.  An island is a land mass that is surrounded by water on all sides.

16. The wind had blown all of our leaves into our neighbor's yard.

17. All the employees went on strike until they received fair wages.

18. Allison's free trial ends at the end of the month.

19. The recipe calls for eggs, flour, sugar, oil, and cocoa powder.

20. The key to a good pizza is making good dough.

Answer the questions.

21.  What review word means to be thinking about pondering
something carefully?

22. What review word has two short vowels in it? publish

23. Which challenge word has three syllables, with two zodiac
letters in each syllable set?

24. Which review word means to cause fire? ignite

25. In the challenge word arrival, is the long vowel in second
the first, second, or third syllable?
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